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Brazil: draft resolution 

 

 

The Security Council, guided by the purposes and principles of the United Nations 

Charter,Recalling resolutions 242 (1967), 338 (1973), 446 (1979), 452 (1979),465 (1980), 476 

(1980), 478 (1980), 1397 (2002), 1515 (2003) and 1850 (2008) and 2334 (2016), 

 

Declaring once again that all acts of terrorism are criminal and not to be committed 

are justified, regardless of the motives and when and by whom they are be walked, 

 

Expressing serious concern about the escalation of violence and the deterioration of the situation 

in the region, in particular the resulting numerous civilian casualties, and emphasizing that 

civilians in Israel and in the occupied Palestinian territory, including East Jerusalem, in 

accordance with must be protected under international humanitarian law, 

 

expressing its deep concern about the humanitarian situation in Gaza and its serious impact on 

the civilian population, which is largely made up of children and underlining the need for 

unrestricted, rapid and secure and unhindered humanitarian access, 

 

Encouraging efforts to bring about a cessation of hostilities that would help ensure the protection 

of civilians in Israel and in the occupied Palestinian territory, including East Jerusalem, to ensure 

reaffirming its vision of a region in which two democratic states, Israel and Palestine, side by 

side in peace within secure and recognized borders life, 

 

Recalling that a lasting solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict conflict can only be brought 

about by peaceful means, on the basis of the relevant current Council resolutions, 

 

1. Strongly condemns all violence and hostilities against civilians, as well as all terrorist acts; 

 

2. Rejects and unequivocally condemns Hamas's actions since October 7th in 2023, heinous 

terrorist attacks and hostage-taking took place in Israel 

 

3. Calls for the immediate and unconditional release of all hostages and demands their safety, 

welfare and humane treatment in accordance with the international law; 

 

4. Urges all parties to fulfill their obligations under the International law, including international 

human rights law and humanitarian law International law, including with regard to the conduct 

of hostilities, is fully complied with also in connection with the protection of civilians and 

civilian personnel. infrastructure as well as humanitarian personnel and humanitarian supplies, 

and the humanitarian Access to provide those in need with essential material and supplies 

to enable and facilitate services; 



 

5.  Calls emphatically for continuous, sufficient and unhindered [] Providing the civilian 

population with essential goods and services, including electricity, water, fuel, food and medical 

supplies goods, emphasizing the imperative enshrined in international humanitarian law to 

ensure that civilians are not deprived of essential items; 

 

6.  Calls for the order to be lifted for civilians and employees United Nations to evacuate all 

areas of Gaza north of Wadi Gaza and to to relocate to southern Gaza; 

 

7.  Calls for humanitarian breaks to allow the United Nations humanitarian organizations 

Nations and their implementing partner, the International Committee of the Red Cross 

and other impartial humanitarian organizations full, rapid, safe to allow clearer and unhindered 

humanitarian access and encourages the creation of humanitarian military corridors and other 

initiatives to provide humanitarian assistance to civilians; 

 

8. Underlines the importance of a humanitarian notification mechanism in order to protect United 

Nations facilities and all humanitarian locations and to ensure the progress of aid convoys; 

 

9.  Demands that all medical personnel and exclusively medical Humanitarian personnel carrying 

out tasks, the means of transport and the equipment [] staff as well as hospitals and other medical 

facilities in accordance with be spared and protected under international humanitarian law; 

 

10.  Stresses the importance of preventing regional spillover, and calls on all parties to exercise 

the greatest possible restraint in this regard and calls on all who have influence on them to work 

towards this goal; 

 

11. Decides to remain involved in the matter. 

 

[Translation from German to English by Google.] 


